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My name is Steven Wheeler, a first-year PhD student at the University of
Canterbury in New Zealand. My research focuses on using virtual reality tech-
nology to train New Zealand firefighters for high-risk and high-cost scenarios,
specifically wildfire firefighting training. As firefighting rarely, if ever, takes place
in isolation, I am highly interested in learning how to incorporate collaboration
into my research further. Furthermore, firefighting involves various senses –
the smell of smoke, the heat produced by a fire, the recoil of a firehose in hand.
Therefore, I see the workshop as an ideal way to expand my thoughts about
my research while having the honour of helping create a research agenda for
the field.

Before starting my PhD, I was studying for a master’s in computer science,
where virtual reality became the focus of my dissertation. My main research
interest was exploring multisensory virtual environments, specifically how we
can incorporate richer haptic experiences than what is commonly available cur-
rently. My dissertation introduced a novel method of introducing passive haptic
feedback to virtual environments by using real-world objects as a template for
virtual ones. This research aimed to produce a passive haptic solution that
could be replicable in many settings and be economically viable to implement.
Outside of haptic feedback, the dissertation discusses various themes relevant
to the workshop; for example, the virtual environment’s performance and its ef-
fect on motion sickness and the concepts of presence and immersion and how
to maintain both. Working alongside researchers from a variety of universities,
I submitted the dissertation as a paper to the VRST 2021 conference, which
was published as a poster [5].

While studying for my master’s, I worked as a research assistant building
a training simulation for a security company in London. The project’s develop-
ment took place over eight months, in which I talked with the clients extensively
to understand their needs and collaborated with my team to create viable so-
lutions. While not a collaborative or multisensory virtual environment, I learnt
about catering for varying levels of technological acceptance and enthusiasm,
incorporating playfulness within a training scenario and the practicality and effi-
cacy of using VR in training. I believe these experiences could provide valuable
perspectives when discussing many of the workshop’s proposed themes.

Furthermore, I am the primary author of a systematic review of human fac-
tors research in immersive virtual reality firefighter training published in Fron-
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tiers in Virtual Reality in October 2021 [4]. This review consisted of six publica-
tions involving training simulations for firefighters, focusing on human factors.
Four studies consisted of an urban environment and involved search and res-
cue tasks, and the remaining two looked at aerial firefighting training. Of the
papers reviewed, many investigate themes the workshop will address. For ex-
ample, the work of Cohen-Hatton and Honey [3] looked at using heat panels in
a firefighting virtual training environment. Clifford et al. [2] produced a collabo-
rative environment where the pilot used a head-mounted display while the Air
Attack Supervisor used a CAVE system with both sitting next to each other in
the “cockpit”. Backlund et al. [1] provided a hose as the interface for their sim-
ulation to provide a more ecologically valid experience. In the review, I discuss
the outcomes, potential issues, and future research opportunities of the papers
reviewed, which could offer valuable insights in the workshop.

Currently, I am reviewing the literature surrounding real-world firefighting
training and the firefighters’ attitudes towards it to see where, if possible, we can
use virtual reality to help achieve the necessary learning goals. I am attempting
to accomplish this by defining the unique features of virtual reality and matching
them with the areas identified as crucial to firefighters. From this, I can help
uncover scenarios in which virtual reality would be most helpful in aiding wildfire
firefighting training and provide novel solutions for them. I hope to explore these
very ideas in the workshop and gain additional insight and inspiration for the
direction of my research.

In conclusion, although I am relatively new to the world of research, I believe
I can add unique insight in developing a research agenda and add value to the
discussions within the workshop due to the reasons outlined previously. I would
love to join and learn from – and work with – experts in the field, and I thank
you in advance for your consideration.
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